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1. With thc usual notation, derive the coltinujty equation for a l1u rl flow
in the form

d,o
; - P rlio q= g
of

d.whpr. 
, denor.s rhp d.ffcrenriarion followirrg a fluid parrillc.

Using the relations r. : r cos?, ll : r si:| l, express the vector

c(-yi + sj)
x2 +!2 '

in cylindrical polar coordinates (r, d. z). Hence show that

(a) the motion of an incompressibie fluid is possible, with velor:ity q,

and that ihe streamliles form a family of circles rvith cenl ct.s on
'he o: a {is.

(b) ihis motion is irrotationai with velocity poteniial d = _cdr

(c) streamlines intercect equipotential surfaces orthogonallv

(d) the circuiation of velocity arourrd any curve in the ozgr- plane is

2ra.



the usual notation, derive the equation of motion of an jrviscj.
in the form

d,tt l
-.'= F- :Vnarp

A sptrere of radius B(r) whose center i6 at resb, vibrates radizlllv in an
infinite incompressible liquid of constant demity p.

The liquid, which is under no external body force, extends to inirity,
where it is at rest. Show that the motion of the liquicl is irrotioral with
v€locitv potentiai

If the pressure at infinity is p_, sh

of the sphere (r = .R), at time t, is

e=e*+el

If B = a + 6sinr?t where a,b,n are constants
that in order that there is no cavitation p_ I

ow that the pregsure at thc .urface

such that a > 6. show

pn2b@ + b).

d=4'r'*"a-ff

Rii+:R1.

3. State and prove the Circle theorem for arr inational two-dimerrsional
flow of an itcompressible ilviscid fluid moving parallel to cy,, plane.

A two dimensional source of strenglh m is placed at a point
C(z - c) outside a fixed circular boundary of centre O and rarlius a.
By finding the image system or otherwise, fitd the complex velocity at
any point P(z) where lz ]) a.

Show that the magnitude of
are the points where OC cuts

C.

m.AP.BP
OF{FI)P, where A,B

D is the inverse point of

the velocity is

the circle and



4. For an incompressible fluid in i otational motion under

forces obtain the pressure equation

pl"^0o'-p+rq') \1 - a; = Jtt)

with the usual notation

co tl:ell'at

?i J0t ilT

A solid sphere of radius o, uniform density d moves in a straight line

with velocity Lr(f) through an infinite volume of liquid with uniforrrr

density p which is at rest at infurity Show that

il=T;A
\' 2.)

whero F is t.hc ext ernal forcc acr ing on r he splere and M - j -o 'o o' d

.4"
M = -Ta" p.

Hence dedrrce that acceleration of a sphere falling vertically in an in:fl-

nite ffuid whi"h 15 61 1s51 6r jlfinity is

("-'')
sk, p)


